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Gravitational wave models are used to infer the properties of black holes in merging binaries from
the observed gravitational wave signals through Bayesian inference. Although we have access to a
large collection of signal models that are sufficiently accurate to infer the properties of black holes,
for some signals, small discrepancies in the models lead to systematic differences in the inferred
properties. In order to provide a single estimate for the properties of the black holes, it is preferable
to marginalize over the model uncertainty. Bayesian model averaging is a commonly used technique
to marginalize over multiple models, however, it is computationally expensive. An elegant solution
is to simultaneously infer the model and model properties in a joint Bayesian analysis. In this work
we demonstrate that a joint Bayesian analysis can not only accelerate but also account for model-
dependent systematic differences in the inferred black hole properties. We verify this technique
by analysing 100 randomly chosen simulated signals and also the real gravitational wave signal
GW200129 065458. We find that not only do we infer statistically identical properties as those
obtained using Bayesian model averaging, but we can sample over a set of three models on average
2.5× faster. In other words, a joint Bayesian analysis that marginalizes over three models takes on
average only 20% more time than a single model analysis. We then demonstrate that this technique
can be used to accurately and efficiently quantify the support for one model over another, thereby
assisting in Bayesian model selection.

I. Introduction

Since the first detection of gravitational waves
(GWs) in 2015 [1], the Advanced LIGO [2] and Ad-
vanced Virgo [3] GW observatories have detected ∼ 90
GWs originating from compact binary coalescences
(CBCs) [4–11]. The properties of these binaries are
typically inferred through Bayesian inference [see e.g.
12–23], where Bayes’ theorem is exploited in order
to calculate the posterior probability distribution: the
probability that the binary has a specific set of proper-
ties given the observed data. In most cases, Bayesian
inference is performed by stochastically sampling over
the binaries’ properties and returning a set of inde-
pendent samples drawn from the posterior distribu-
tion; although see Refs. [12, 17, 19–25] for other meth-
ods. Two common stochastic sampling approaches are
Markov-Chain Monte-Carlo (MCMC) [26] and Nested
Sampling [27].

In order to perform Bayesian inference on GW data,
a parameterised model for the GWs emitted from a
CBC [28–47] is required in order to evaluate the like-
lihood [18]. It has previously been shown that anal-
yses that use different models can result in notice-
ably different posterior distributions for individual ob-
servations [see e.g. 48–54] and the population as a
whole [55, 56], which is understood to be caused by
underlying systematic differences in the GW models.

As illustrated most recently in the third GW transient
catalog (GWTC-3) [53], systematic differences in the
GW models remains a limiting factor when inferring
the properties of black hole binaries (BBHs) through
Bayesian inference. Although there are ongoing efforts
to enhance the accuracy of future GW models [see e.g.
57], systematic differences will likely remain a limiting
factor for the foreseeable future.

Bayesian model selection (BMS) provides a method
for choosing between posterior distributions obtained
with different models. Here, the posterior distribu-
tion obtained with the single model that best de-
scribes the data is objectively selected, i.e. the model
with the largest Bayesian evidence. On the other
hand, Bayesian model averaging (BMA) and Bayesian
model combination combine posterior distributions ob-
tained with different models to provide a single model
marginalized result. BMA calculates a weighted av-
erage of the posterior distributions obtained with the
different models (see Refs. [4, 5, 53, 58, 59] and Ref. [60]
for a review) and therefore inherently assumes that
only one model is the true data generating model but
there is an associated uncertainty as to which model it
is. Bayesian model combination is similar to BMA but
instead assumes that the behaviour of the true data
generating model can be replicated more closely by a
combination of simpler models [61]. The posterior dis-
tributions obtained with the different models are there-
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fore combined in a variety of ways and the combination
is weighted according to the probability that the spe-
cific ensemble is correct. Other techniques, including
averaging the likelihood for each model at each pro-
posed point during the sampling [62], have been devel-
oped but in general, combining/deciphering between
posterior distributions obtained with different models
remains a computationally expensive exercise1.

A computationally cheaper solution for marginal-
izing over the model involves simultaneously inferring
the model and model properties in a joint Bayesian
analysis (JBA) [64]. This has the benefit of ensuring
that all models analyse exactly the same data with
identical settings, and avoids the need to calculate
weights, which are often difficult to calculate robustly.
Employing a JBA to marginalize over the model is not
a new principle; it has been previously explored both
inside [see e.g. 65–68] and outside [see e.g. 69] of GW
research. Specifically, Ref. [68] used a JBA to study
model systematics with an emphasis on binary neutron
star mergers and the binary neutron star equation of
state by using MCMC methods.

In this paper we demonstrate the validity and ro-
bustness of using a JBA to marginalize over the model
for BBH mergers. We show that a) waveform system-
atics for BBH mergers can be addressed with a JBA, b)
there is a significant reduction in computational cost
when using a JBA compared to applying BMA, c) a
JBA can accurately and efficiently quantify the sup-
port for one model over another, including cases where
different models have a different number of parame-
ters to describe additional physics and d) a JBA can
be implemented within the Nested Sampling frame-
work. We verified our results by analysing randomly
chosen simulated signals and also the real GW signal
GW200129 065458. We show that not only can we ob-
tain statistically identical results compared to applying
BMA, but also that the results can be obtained ∼ 2.5×
faster when sampling over 3 models. This means that
a JBA that marginalizes over 3 models takes on aver-
age only 20% more time than a single model analysis.
Similarly, we show that a single JBA can produce two
distinct Bayes’ factors on average 2.6× faster than tra-
ditional techniques.

This paper is organized as follows: in Section II
we describe how a JBA can efficiently marginalize over

1 We note that although RIFT [17] has implemented a tech-
nique to efficiently calculate likelihoods for multiple models
since it reduces the computational cost of generating wave-
forms [17, 63], it remains expensive for stochastic Bayesian
inference methods such as those presented in Refs. [13–16, 18].

the uncertainty in a set of models. In Section III we
demonstrate that a JBA produces statistically identi-
cal results as those obtained when applying BMA. In
Section IV we show that a JBA can address model
systematics in real GW strain data and highlight that
there can be subtleties in its interpretation. In Sec-
tion V we highlight that a JBA has several other appli-
cations, including the potential to significantly reduce
the computation of one or more Bayes’ factors. Finally
we conclude with discussions in Section VI.

II. Method

The properties of a system that produced an ob-
served GW, characterised by the multi-dimensional
vector λ = {λ1, λ2, ..., λj}, can be inferred through
Bayesian inference. These properties are then repre-
sented by the model-dependent posterior distribution
p(λ|d,m), which is conditional on the observed GW
data d and a parameterised model m for the GWs emit-
ted from the system. This model-dependent posterior
distribution is calculated using Bayes’ theorem,

p(λ|d,m) =
p(λ|m) p(d|λ,m)

Z
, (1)

where p(λ|m) is the probability of the system having
properties λ given the GW model, otherwise known
as the prior, p(d|λ,m) is the probability of observ-
ing the data given the system’s properties and GW
model, otherwise known as the likelihood, and Z is
the probability of observing the data given the GW
model Z = p(d|m) ≡

∫
p(λ|m) p(d|λ,m) dλ, otherwise

known as the evidence. The model-dependent poste-
rior distribution assumes that model m is correct.

When there is an ensemble of models, m =
{m1, ...,mi, ...,mN}, BMA can be applied to marginal-
ize over model uncertainty,

p(λ|d) =

N∑
i=1

p(λ|d,mi) p(mi|d), (2)

where p(mi|d) is the model probability (the probability
of the model mi given the data) and N is the total
number of models that we wish to marginalize over.
By exploiting Bayes’ theorem, it can be shown that
the the model probability is a function of the model’s
Bayesian evidence [59, 60],

p(mi|d) =
Zi p(mi)∑N

j=1Zj p(mj)
. (3)
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where p(mi) is the prior probability for the choice
of model. For the case of uniform priors, p(mi) =
1/N ∀mi, BMA is simply the average of the model-
dependent posterior distributions weighted by the evi-
dence. The significant disadvantages of using BMA to
marginalize over the model is that a) p(λ|d,mi) must
be calculated for all models, which is computationally
expensive, and b) Zi must be robustly inferred which is
often difficult to guarantee, especially for GW Bayesian
inference where tails of the likelihood surface occupy a
large volume in high-dimensions.

An alternative solution for marginalizing over the
model is to simultaneously infer the model and model
properties in a single JBA [64]. For this case, the multi-
dimensional vector λ can be expanded to include the
model, λ̃ = {λ1, λ2, ..., λj ,m}. If the additional degree
of freedom representing the choice of model is trivial
for existing parameter estimation methods to explore,
a JBA will at most be N× faster to compute compared
to applying BMA. For the worst case scenario, where
the choice of model is difficult for parameter estimation
methods to explore, we expect that a JBA will take the
same time to compute as applying BMA.

In general, the JBA returns a single posterior distri-
bution on the multi-dimensional parameter space. The
probability distribution for a specific dimension can
then be obtained by marginalizing over the unwanted
dimensions. Consequently, the model probability can
be inferred from the JBA by calculating,

p(m|d) =

∫
p(λ̃|d) dλ1 dλ2 ..., dλj . (4)

Although there are multiple approaches for calcu-
lating the posterior distribution [see e.g. 12, 17–25], the
majority of Bayesian inference analyses use stochastic
parameter estimation methods that return a set of dis-
crete samples drawn from the posterior. As explained
in Section 5 of Ref. [68], assuming that the total num-
ber of collected samples from a JBA is N , p(mi|d) is
simply,

p(mi|d) =
Ni

N
, (5)

where Ni is the number of independent samples ob-
tained with model mi. Assuming that we have infinite
time and perfect sampling, such that we have a) suf-
ficient samples to fully explore the model parameter
space and b) a reliable estimate for Zi,

Ni

N
=

Zi p(mi)∑N
j=1Zj p(mj)

. (6)

We therefore expect that the JBA will return a similar
posterior distribution as that obtained when applying
BMA. 2.

III. Implementation and Validation

A typical Bayesian analysis of a quasicircular BBH
analyses a 15-dimensional parameter space λ: 2 di-
mensions describing the component masses of the bi-
nary (q,M), 6 describing two spin vectors of each
component (a1, a2, θ1, θ2,∆φ, φJL), 2 for the binary’s
inclination and phase (θJN , φ), 4 for the binary’s lo-
cation on the sky, distance to the source and polar-
isation (RA,DEC, dL, ψ) and finally 1 describing the
merger time of the binary (tc). To improve conver-
gence when stochastically sampling over the binaries’
properties, the distance to the source is often analyti-
cally marginalized over [24], see e.g. Ref. [53], through
the use of a numerical look-up-table. This means that
λ is often a 14-dimensional parameter space. Conse-
quently, a JBA will analyse a 15-dimensional parame-
ter space λ̃: all of the aforementioned dimensions plus
an additional dimension describing the model (m).

We choose to implement our JBA into the Dynesty
Nested Sampling package [70] and the pBilby param-
eter estimation software (a parallelised version of the
Bilby software [13, 14]) since they are both regularly
used by the LIGO-Virgo-KAGRA (LVK) collabora-
tions [see e.g. 51, 52]. During the sampling of our
JBA, a 15-dimensional vector of model parameters is
proposed at each step, including an integer represent-
ing the model m. As was done in Ref. [68], in order
to calculate the likelihood, we first apply a mapping
which selects the model based on the integer m, and
then pass the remaining model parameters to the se-
lected model. We therefore simultaneously explore the
model and parameter space.

To validate a) our implementation and b) the ro-
bustness of using a JBA to marginalize over model
uncertainty for BBH mergers, we perform a compre-
hensive injection and recovery analysis. We compare
the posterior distributions inferred from 100 randomly
chosen simulated signals to those obtained when ap-
plying BMA to the model-dependent posteriors (see
Eq. 2). We also compare the computational cost of
both methods.

2 Note that by construction, the independent samples obtained
in the JBA are mixed according to the model probabilities.
The prior for the model is therefore folded into Ni.
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We choose to inject GWs emitted from 100 ran-
domly chosen BBHs into coloured-Gaussian noise from
two detectors, Hanford and Livingston, with design
sensitivities [2]. In this validation study we use a se-
lection of precessing models, which we define as mod-
els that include 6 spin degrees of freedom but do not
include higher-order multipoles [71]. We do not in-
clude any complete models, which we define as mod-
els that include all 6 spin degrees of freedom and
higher-order multipoles, due to the large computa-
tional cost required to analyse 100 simulated signals.
We therefore simulate the injected GWs with IMR-
PhenomXP [44] and our recovery analysis marginal-
izes over IMRPhenomXP, IMRPhenomTP [45] and
IMRPhenomPv3 [38].

The parameters of the injected GWs were obtained
through random draws of the prior used in the recov-
ery analysis. We used a prior that is uniform over
spin magnitudes and component masses, and isotropic
over spin orientation, sky location and binary orienta-
tion [4, 5, 53]. The signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) for
the injected GWs ranged from 3.0 to 47.0 with 75% of
the injected binaries having SNR > 8 (a typical search
threshold). To improve the convergence of the inferred
results, we analytically marginalized over the luminos-
ity distance through the use of a numerical look-up-
table. The JBA extended the prior to include an equal-
weighted Categorical prior for the choice of model.

For each of the 100 simulated signals, 14 compa-
rable distributions, one for each dimension, can be
inferred from both the JBA and BMA analyses. To
compare each of these 1400 distributions, we calculate
the Jensen-Shannon Divergence (JSD) [72]. The JSD
ranges between 0 bits and 1 bit, where a JSD=0 bits
(JSD=1 bit) implies statistically identical (distinct)
distributions. As shown in Fig. 1, the inferred JSDs
ranged between 7 × 10−5 bits and 0.1 bits with me-
dian and 90% symmetric credible interval JSD =
0.002+0.010

−0.001 bits. As described in Ref. [4], a good rule of
thumb is that a JSD < 0.05 bits implies that the distri-
butions are in good agreement. We find that 98% of all
distributions satisfied the JSD < 0.05 bits constraint.
Consequently, for the majority of cases, there is no
statistical difference between the JMA and BMA anal-
yses. Although 2% of the distributions are statistically
different, we find that all distributions are consistent
between JBA and BMA analyses. This means that the
median of the BMA analysis lies within the 90% confi-
dence interval of the JBA and vice versa. We suspect
that these small statistical differences for a subset of
distributions are therefore a consequence of sampling
uncertainties. We discuss the individual distributions
in more detail in Appendix A.

FIG. 1. Comparison between the 1400 posterior distri-
butions obtained from the JBA and BMA analyses when
analysing 100 randomly chosen binaries. The Jensen-
Shannon Divergence (JSD) ranges between 0 bits and 1 bits
where a JSD=0 bits (JSD=1 bits) implies statistically iden-
tical (distinct) distributions. The vertical dashed line shows
a JSD= 0.05 bits.

For the 2% of distributions with JSD ≥ 0.05 bits,
we find no correlation between the JSD and the SNR
of the injected signal nor the JSD and the probability
of a particular model given the data. Indeed, all dis-
tributions obtained when analysing the 14 simulated
signals with the highest SNRs (ranging between 24.0
and 47.0) and the 28 simulated signals with the lowest
SNRs (ranging between 3.0 and 8.0) satisfied the JSD
< 0.05 bits constraint.

The sampling time for a Nested Sampling analysis
depends on the stopping criterion; when the stopping
criterion is reached, the sampling terminates and inde-
pendent samples are returned. In order to gauge how
computationally expensive the JBA is, we compare the
total sampling time taken to analyse 100 simulated sig-
nals for both the JBA and BMA analyses when run
on identical machines. The total sampling time for
the JBA is the total wall clock time taken to generate
p(λ̃|d) for each simulated signal. The total sampling
time for the BMA analysis on the other hand, is the
total wall clock time taken to generate p(λ|d,mi) for
each model in the ensemble for each simulated signal.
We found that the total sampling time to perform the
JBA for 100 simulated signals was 239.5 hours with
each injection taking on average 2.5 hours to complete
when parallelised over 200 CPUs. Meanwhile, the total
sampling time to apply BMA for 100 simulated signals
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was 606.5 hours when run on an identical number of
CPUs.

We have therefore shown that a JBA is faster than
applying BMA with no statistical difference among the
obtained posterior distributions. A JBA can there-
fore successfully marginalize over model uncertainty for
BBH mergers. However, one limitation of using a JBA
is that it collects fewer independent samples: on aver-
age 2× less. In general, if one model has a significantly
larger model probability, we expect a comparable num-
ber of samples between the JBA and BMA analyses no
matter the number of models in the ensemble. How-
ever, if all models have comparable probabilities, we
expect the JBA to obtain ∼ N× fewer samples than
the BMA. Although this may become an issue when the
JBA marginalizes over many models with comparable
probabilities, this is unlikely to affect typical GW as-
tronomy since a) ordinarily only 2 of the leading models
are combined [see e.g. 4, 5, 53] and b) it is unlikely that
many models will have comparable model probabilities
(see e.g. Sec. IV). Consequently, for typical analyses
undertaken by the LVK, a JBA can significantly re-
duce the computational cost of multi-model Bayesian
inference.

IV. Application to Bayesian Model Selection

The inferred posterior distribution from a Bayesian
inference analysis is dependent on the assumed model.
Owing to alternative techniques used when first con-
structing the models [see e.g. 73–75], some models are
often more accurate than others in certain regions of
the parameter space. For high SNR GW observations,
these model discrepancies can show up as systematic
differences in the inferred posterior distributions. This
was the case for GW200129 065458 [53, 54, 76], here-
after referred to as GW200129, which was an SNR ∼ 27
signal generated by the merger of a ∼ 60M� bi-
nary [53] and the first signal with strong evidence for
spin-induced orbital precession [54].

One method for dealing with these systematic dif-
ferences is to independently check the model’s accuracy
by comparing it to GW signals calculated by numer-
ically solving Einstein’s equations for a given binary
system [e.g. 54]. However, it is often not feasible to ap-
ply this method since it is computationally expensive
to numerically solve Einstein’s equations especially for
low-mass binaries. Another method is to use BMS to
identify which model has more support in the observed
data. BMS objectively selects between different mod-
els by identifying the single model that has the largest
Bayesian evidence, m∗ = maxmi

p(d|mi).

As demonstrated in Sec. III, a JBA returns pos-
terior distributions that are statistically identical to
those obtained with BMA in a fraction of the time.
This means that the inferred model probabilities from
the JBA are consistent with the model’s evidence (see
Eqs. 5 and 6). We therefore propose that the JBA
can be used to accelerate BMS. To demonstrate this,
we performed an independent analysis of GW200129
that marginalized over a selection of the latest com-
plete models, and inferred the model probability. We
chose to include NRSur7dq4 (mNRS) [40], IMR-
PhenomXPHM (mXPHM) and IMRPhenomTPHM
(mTPHM) [47]3. For comparison, we also ran 3 addi-
tional analyses, one for each model, and inferred the
Bayesian evidence. In all analyses, we used the same
priors, sampler settings, power spectral densities and
calibration envelopes as those described in Ref. [54].
We also used an agnostic prior for the choice of model.

In Fig. 2 we show the posterior distribution for the
binary’s mass ratio, defined as the secondary mass di-
vided by the primary mass q = m2/m1 ≤ 1, inferred
from a) the JBA, b) the model-dependent posterior dis-
tribution obtained by analysing GW200129 with each
model separately, and c) BMA. Although we see signif-
icant differences in the inferred model-dependent pos-
terior distributions, the JBA displays excellent agree-
ment with the BMA posterior as expected. This high-
lights that although mTPHM suggests that GW200129
is an equal mass ratio system, both the JBA and BMA
analyses show that this model is disfavoured in com-
parison to the mNRS and mXPHM models. Although we
only plot estimates for the binary’s mass ratio, since
this is where we saw the biggest discrepancy between
the posterior distributions obtained with the individual
models when analysing GW200129, we also see excel-
lent agreement between the JBA and BMA analyses
for all dimensions. To quantify this agreement, we cal-
culate the JSD between comparable distributions. We
found that the JSDs between the JBA and BMA poste-
rior distributions ranged between 0 bits and 0.009 bits
with median DJS = 0.001 bits.

Our JBA inferred model probabilities of 0.30, 0.69
and 0.01 for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM respectively.
According to these model probabilities, mXPHM best
describes the data, m∗ = mXPHM. This is consistent
with the inferred model evidences since the BMA com-
bined individual distributions with weights 0.31, 0.68

3 We did not include the SEOBNRv4PHM [31] model owing
to the significant computational resources needed to run this
model with the pBilby parameter estimation software. How-
ever, it may be possible to include SEOBNRv4PHM in future
studies by using the developments in Ref. [77].
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FIG. 2. Comparison between the inferred mass ratio q, de-
fined as the secondary mass divided by the primary mass
and is therefore always ≤ 1, for GW200129 065458. The
Joint posteriors were obtained by performing a single anal-
ysis that marginalized over the NRSur7dq4, IMRPhe-
nomXPHM and IMRPhenomTPHM models. The Joint
(agnostic) posterior used a uniform prior for the choice
of model and the Joint (weighted) posterior used a prior
weighted towards the NRSur7dq4 model. The BMA pos-
terior combined posterior distributions obtained with the
NRSur7dq4, IMRPhenomXPHM, IMRPhenomTPHM
models according to Eq. 3. The JBA was 2.5× faster to
compute that the BMA posterior.

and 0.01 for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM models re-
spectively.

Although the JBA marginalizes over multiple mod-
els by construction, we can estimate the model-
dependent posterior distribution p(λ|d,m∗) by select-
ing only the independent samples with model m∗.
Combined with the ability to accurately and efficiently
infer the model probabilities, the JBA can be used to
accelerate the inference of p(λ|d,m∗).

Fig. 3 compares the model-dependent posterior for
the binary’s mass ratio, p(q|d,mi), obtained from
analysing GW200129 with each model separately and
an estimate for p(q|d,mi) calculated by selecting only
the independent samples obtained from the JBA with
model mi. In general we see excellent agreement be-
tween the two estimates for p(q|d,m∗). However, we
do see a small difference for p(q|d,mTPHM). While in-
significant for a BMS analysis (since mTPHM has the
lowest evidence), this is unsurprising since the JBA
posterior contains only ∼ 300 independent samples
with mTPHM compared to ∼ 44, 000 with mXPHM. Of
course, this level of agreement can be improved by al-

lowing the sampler to run for longer and therefore col-
lecting a greater number of samples or by simply com-
bining different independent JBA analyses.

We have therefore shown that a JBA can infer
p(λ|d,mi) and in particular p(λ|d,m∗). As demon-
strated previously, a significant advantage of perform-
ing the JBA is that the JBA is significantly cheaper
to perform. We found that the JBA terminated 2.5×
faster than the total time required to apply BMS; the
JBA took a total of ∼ 4 hours to complete on 400
CPUs while applying BMS took a total of ∼ 10 hours
to generate on the same number of CPUs: ∼ 4 hours
for mNRS, ∼ 3.5 hours for mTPHM and ∼ 2.5 for
mXPHM models respectively. As discussed, the JBA
obtained ∼ 44, 000 samples for m∗ while BMS selected
the posterior with ∼ 60, 000 samples. In general, the
JBA obtained ∼ 20, 000, ∼ 44, 000 and ∼ 300 sam-
ples for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM respectively while
the BMA analysis combined ∼ 30, 000, ∼ 60, 000 and
∼ 1000 samples for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM respec-
tively. However, the BMA discarded ∼ 90, 000 model-
dependent samples, most obtained with mTPHM.

a. Subtleties in Bayesian Model Selection

Our analysis of GW200129 concludes that mXPHM

has the largest model probability out of the models
considered and therefore it best describes the data. At
first glance this seems to be inconsistent with the con-
clusions presented in Ref. [54] since it was found that
mNRS is the most accurate model in the region of pa-
rameter space of GW200129. This highlights an im-
portant caveat with using the Bayesian evidence for
BMS: the model with the larger evidence will not nec-
essarily be the model that most accurately describes
the observed GW.

To demonstrate this, consider the following simu-
lated signal: we simulate a signal with parameters that
match the most likely GW found from Ref. [54] with
mNRS and inject it into real GW strain data 2 seconds
prior to reported merger time of GW200129 in Han-
ford, Livingston and Virgo. We then analyse the strain
data and marginalize over mNRS,mXPHM and mTPHM

using the same settings as described above. Since the
ensemble of models used in the recovery analysis in-
cludes mNRS, there is no systematic bias as we are in-
cluding the exact model that was used to simulate the
injection; in other words, mNRS is perfectly accurate
for describing the simulated GW.

For this specific simulated signal, our JBA con-
cludes that mXPHM has the greatest support in the
data since the model probabilities are 0.38, 0.58 and
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FIG. 3. Comparison between the model-dependent poste-
rior for the binaries mass ratio q obtained from analysing
GW200129 065458 with each model separately and an es-
timate for p(q|d,mi) calculated by selecting only the inde-
pendent samples obtained from the Joint (agnostic) analy-
sis with model mi.

0.04 for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM models respec-
tively. However, if we compare the maximum like-
lihood estimates from mNRS and mXPHM, where the
maximum likelihood estimate identifies the parameters

λ̂ that maximizes the likelihood distribution, we find
that mNRS has the larger maximum likelihood. We as-
certain that mXPHM has the greatest support in the
data, of those models considered, since it’s likelihood
distribution is more tightly constrained with a slightly
larger prior probability.

This simulated signal highlights that although the
model probability can be inferred, this probability does
not necessarily correlate with the model accuracy, and
therefore care must be taken when interpreting the re-
sult. One method for mitigating misinterpretation is
to use external knowledge of model accuracy to inform
the prior for the choice of model.

b. Priors

A JBA allows for the user to specify custom pri-
ors for the choice of model. This therefore acts as a
means of expressing what is already known, or gener-
ally agreed upon, regarding the choice of model. One
of the problems with using a custom prior is that it
must be well motivated.

One option for deriving a custom prior for the choice
of model involves generating a weighted Categorical
prior, where the weights are correlated with the accu-
racy of the model, as encoded in the match [see e.g. 78],
between each model and a series of numerical relativity
simulations in the relevant region of parameter space;
a model with a larger match has a larger weight. This
works on the principle that the match quantifies how
similar a waveform is to a fiducial true waveform: a
match of 1 (0) implies that the two waveforms are iden-
tical (orthogonal). For example, the weights could be
based on the average value of log10 (1−match)−1, since
a model with a poor (good) match to numerical rela-
tivity simulations will have a smaller (larger) weight;
the weights should be normalized such that the sum
is unity. However, averaging the match across a given
region of parameter space may not be optimal since
models tend to perform differently in different regions
of the parameter space. Consequently, a parameter
space dependent prior may perform better. We leave a
detailed investigation to future work.

In order to demonstrate that a BMS analysis can
take into consideration external knowledge of model ac-
curacy, we re-analyse the injection detailed in Sec. IV a
with a weighted Categorical prior for the choice of
model. To reflect the fact that mNRS is the most
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accurate model, we generated a prior that favours
mNRS; for the ease of presentation, we chose weights
0.6, 0.3, 0.1 for mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM respec-
tively. We gave mNRS twice the weight of mXPHM

since log10 (1 −match)−1 is roughly twice as large for
mNRS than mXPHM in the region of parameter space of
the simulated signal4. Under this informed prior, the
JBA infers model probabilities 0.54, 0.44 and 0.02 for
mNRS, mXPHM and mTPHM models respectively, which
are consistent with simply reweighting the model prob-
abilities obtained under an agnostic prior.

We next use this weighted Categorical prior for a
re-analysis of GW200129. In Fig. 2 we see that the
JBA with a weighted prior more closely resembles the
NRSur7dq4 posterior distribution with less support
at q ∼ 0.9 where only the IMRPhenomXPHM and
IMRPhenomTPHM find any substantial probability.
Under the weighted prior, we find that p(mNRS|d) in-
creases from 0.30 to 0.53. This result is therefore now
inline with the conclusions presented in Ref. [54].

V. Bayes’ factors

When multiple models are available, it is natural to
quantify how much one model is preferred to another.
Within the Bayesian framework, the primary tool for
comparing the performance of two competing models
is the Bayes’ factor. The log Bayes’ factor for model A
over model B is calculated by simply subtracting the
log model evidences: log10 BAB = log10ZA− log10ZB .
A log Bayes’ factor > 0 indicates a preference for model
A over model B and in general, if the log Bayes’ factor
is > 1 there is strong evidence to suggest that model
A is preferred to model B [79].

Since the log Bayes’ factor requires estimates for
the model’s evidence Zi, this requires running mul-
tiple parameter estimation analyses, one for each of
the models A and B, which is computationally expen-
sive. However, as described in Section 5 of Ref. [68],
the log Bayes’ factor can be approximated by run-
ning a single JBA that marginalizes over models A
and B. Here, the ratio of inferred model probabili-
ties p(mA|d)/p(mB |d) = NA/NB (see Eq. 5) gives the
posterior odds for model A over model B. For the case
of uniform priors for the choice of model, the posterior
odds is equivalent to the Bayes’ factor,

4 Based on Fig.4 in Ref. [54], mNRS and mXPHM have a match
of ∼ 0.999 and ∼ 0.985 respectively in the region of parameter
space of the simulated signal.

log10 BAB = log10ZA − log10ZB

≈ log10NA − log10NB .
(7)

If we wish to calculate two log Bayes’ factors simultane-
ously, for example comparing model A to model B and
model A to model C, we can simply perform a single
analysis that marginalizes over all 3 models A, B and C
while assuming uniform priors for the choice of model,
rather than launching 3 separate parameter estimation
analyses to calculate ZA,ZB ,ZC . As demonstrated in
Secs. III and IV, this has the potential to greatly re-
duce the computational cost of calculating the Bayes’
factor.

In order to show that the JBA can greatly reduce
the computational cost of calculating the log Bayes’
factor while still maintaining accuracy, we calculated
two log Bayes’ factors from a single JBA and compared
the results to the log Bayes’ factors estimated from 3
separate analyses. Owing to the computational cost of
generating 2 log Bayes’ factors, we only considered the
first 20 randomly chosen binaries described in Sec. III.
Unlike in Sec. III, we simulated the injected GWs with
a complete model (IMRPhenomXPHM [44]). Our re-
covery analysis marginalized over an aligned-spin (IM-
RPhenomXAS [42]), precessing (IMRPhenomXP)
and higher-order multipole (IMRPhenomXHM [43])
models.

Since a precessing model includes all 6 spin de-
grees of freedom, it analyses a 15-dimensional param-
eter space, see Sec. III for details. In comparison, an
aligned-spin model restricts spins to be aligned with
the orbital angular momentum, meaning that only 2
spin degrees of freedom are probed. Consequently an
aligned-spin model analyses an 11-dimensional param-
eter space. The log Bayes’ factor in favour of the
precessing model over the aligned-spin model there-
fore quantifies the support for spins misaligned with
the orbital angular momentum. This log Bayes’ factor
can therefore be interpreted as a measure for the evi-
dence of spin-induced orbital precession in the observed
GW [80]. Similarly, a higher-order multipole model in-
cludes higher order multipoles but restricts spins to be
aligned with the orbital angular momentum. By cal-
culating the log Bayes’ factor in favour of the higher-
order multipole model over the aligned-spin model, we
quantify the evidence for higher order multipoles in the
observed GW5.

5 There are numerous other measures for quantifying the ev-
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FIG. 4. Left : Comparison between the log10 Bayes’ factors obtained from a single JBA that marginalized over the IMR-
PhenomXAS, IMRPhenomXP and IMRPhenomXHM models, log10 Bij (Joint), and the log10 Bayes’ factors calculated
by comparing evidences from 3 separate analyses, an IMRPhenomXAS analysis, IMRPhenomXP analysis and an IM-
RPhenomXHM analysis, log10 Bij . Right : Histogram showing the total time taken to calculate log10 Bij (Joint) and
log10 Bij shown in the Left panel.

Our JBA must therefore sample a 15-dimensional
parameter space for the precessing model and an 11-
dimensional parameter space for both the higher-order
multipole and aligned-spin models. Since the aligned-
spin parameter space is simply a subspace of the full
precessing parameter space, we accomplish this tran-
sition by always sampling the 15-dimension parameter
space and simply projecting λ̃ onto the aligned-spin
parameter space when an aligned-spin model is chosen
during the sampling.

The left panel of Fig. 4 compares the log Bayes’
factors in favour of precession and higher order multi-
poles calculated from a single JBA to the log Bayes’
factors estimated from 3 separate analyses. In general
we see that the difference in log Bayes’ factors are <∼ 0.1
with the largest differences occurring for systems with
log10 Bij ∼ 0. This level of disagreement is consistent
with the expected error in the estimated log Bayes’
factor from the pBilby parameter estimation software
and the IMRPhenomX waveform family, see e.g. Ta-
ble IV in Ref. [88]. We also note that in previous LVK
analyses, when log10 Bij ∼ 0, the Bayes’ factor is not
quoted and therefore the difference in log10 Bij between
the two methods is insignificant.

Importantly, we also see that the Bayes’ factors are
consistent not only for cases where there is very little

idence for spin-induced orbital precession and higher-order
multipoles in an observed GW, see e.g. Refs. [4, 5, 51, 81–
87].

evidence for precession and/or higher order multipoles
(∼ 0) but also cases where there is very strong evidence
for precession and/or higher order multipoles (∼ 3.0).
This shows that a JBA can be used to estimate the
log Bayes’ factor for all signals reported by the LVK
to date [4, 5, 53]. This technique is likely also accurate
for signals displaying greater evidence for precession
and/or higher order multipoles than ∼ 3.0 but this re-
gion was not explored in our analysis since our binaries
were randomly chosen.

The right panel of Fig. 4 shows the total runtime
for computing 40 log Bayes’ factors (2 log Bayes’ fac-
tors for each injection) from a single JBA to the log
Bayes’ factors estimated from 3 separate analyses. We
see that the JBA computed comparable log Bayes’ fac-
tors on average 2.6× faster than by comparing model
evidences. This demonstrates that not only can the
JBA maintain accuracy in the computation of the log
Bayes’ factor, but it can greatly reduce the computa-
tional cost.

VI. Discussion

In this work we simultaneously inferred the model
and model properties in a joint Bayesian analysis. Al-
though JBAs has already been used both inside [see
e.g. 68] and outside [see e.g. 69] of GW research, we
demonstrated that it can be used to address wave-
form systematics in BBH mergers while also offering
a computationally cheaper solution compared to ap-
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plying BMA.
We validated this JBA by analysing GWs emitted

from 100 randomly chosen binaries where we marginal-
ized over three of the latest GW models. Although our
simulated signals had SNRs ranging between 3.0 and
47.0, all of the posterior distributions obtained with the
JBA were consistent with those obtained using BMA.
In fact, 98% of the posterior distributions were statis-
tically identical between the two approaches. Remark-
ably, this method marginalizes over three models on
average 2.5× faster than simply applying BMA. As a
real world example, we also applied the JBA to analyse
GW200129 065458 and investigated how custom priors
for the choice of model can be used to reflect our knowl-
edge of model accuracy. We then demonstrated that
the model with the largest evidence does not neces-
sarily correlate with the model accuracy and therefore
care must be taken when interpreting p(m|d).

This alternative method of marginalizing over a set
of models can also be used to significantly reduce the
computational cost of computing one or more Bayes’
factors. For example, we demonstrated that the Bayes’
factor in favour of precession and higher order multi-
poles can be generated from a single analysis and not
only do we obtain comparable Bayes’ factors, but we
generate them on average 2.6× faster compared to con-
ventional methods.

The method presented in this work is timely since
the fourth gravitational-wave observing run, where
∼ 200 GW signals are likely to be observed, is sched-
uled to commence early next year. During this observ-
ing run we are likely to observe a significant number
of events that lie in extreme regions of the parameter
space, where it will be desirable to marginalize over the
latest waveform models in order to take into considera-
tion model systematics. The method presented in this
work provides a simple, robust and computationally
efficient way to marginalize over multiple models.
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Plots were prepared with Matplotlib [89], PESum-
mary [90] and Bilby [13]. Parameter estimation was
performed with the pBilby parameter estimation soft-
ware [15], which made use of the dynesty nesting sam-
pling package [70]. NumPy [91] and Scipy [92] were
also used during our analysis.

A. Percentile-Percentile test

We show the posterior distributions obtained by the
JBA described in Section III in the form of a percentile-
percentile (P-P) plot in Fig. 5. A P-P plot is useful
for identifying biases in the inferred posterior distri-
butions since it plots the fraction of signals with the
injected binary lying within a given credible interval
against the given credible interval. If the posterior dis-
tributions are biased, we would expect to see that the
x% credible interval contains the injected binary more
or less than x% of the time. To quantify the level
of bias, we calculate p-values in each dimension, by
performing a Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test [93, 94]
against the expected uniform distribution, and a com-
bined p-value, by combining the individual p-values us-
ing Fisher’s method.

As can be seen in Fig. 5, the majority of dimensions
show no bias since they are consistent with a uniform
distribution at > 5% confidence. Although the pri-
mary spin magnitude a1 and coalescence time tc show a
small bias (p-values < 0.05) and the combined p-value
shows an overall bias in the inferred distributions: 0.01,
this is unsurprising since the P-P test is only expected
to show no bias when the model used to generate the
simulated signals exactly matches the model used for
recovery [59]. Since we have marginalized over multi-
ple models, each with different inherent assumptions,

https://www.gw-openscience.org
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FIG. 5. Posterior distributions obtained when analysing
100 randomly chosen binaries modelled with the IMRPhe-
nomXP [44] model. The grey regions show the cumulative
1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence intervals expected from a uni-
form distribution, which is expected if the results are un-
biased. Each line shows the cumulative fraction of events
within the confidence interval for a given parameter. The
posterior distributions were obtained by marginalizing over
the IMRPhenomXP, IMRPhenomTP [45] and IMRPhe-
nomPv3 [38] models according to Eq. 5. The numbers in
the legend show the Kolmogorov-Smirnov p-value [93, 94]
when comparing each line to the expected uniform distri-
bution.

we have introduced additional uncertainty in the data
analysis.

We also generated a P-P plot showing the poste-
rior distributions obtained by the BMA analysis also
described in Section III. As expected, we saw excellent
agreement between the JBA and BMA P-P plots. To
quantify the level of agreement, we generated individ-
ual p-values for each dimension by performing a KS
test between comparable lines on the two P-P plots
and combined them using Fisher’s method. We find a
combined p-value of 0.47, which highlights that there
is no statistical difference between P-P plots.
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